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GUIDELINES FOR CHURCHES 

SENDING THOSE WITH DISABILITIES INTO MISSIONS 

 

1. Affirm the biblical truth that every person in your church has a God-designed 

contribution to help accomplish the Great Commission. This includes those with physical 

and mental disabilities. It’s true that those with disabilities should be ministered to by the 

church, but it is equally true that each person is made in the image of God and has been 

designed to minister in a unique way. Determine to help those with a disability find a way to 

serve and provide the assistance that they need to do so successfully.  

 

2. Recognize that sending those with disabilities can be culture changing. Many religions 

and cultures teach that those with disabilities are useless, even cursed. Sending such people to 

serve short- and long-term in cross-cultural situations breaks down these stereotypes better 

than merely presenting abstract truths. Discuss with your missionaries and national partners 

the opportunities for such ministry in their context. Help them adopt a biblical understanding 

and practical vision in this area. 

 

3. Embrace the fact that confirming the call to missions when a disability is involved 

demands extra discernment on the part of the sending church. Many times the 

leadership team making decisions will have people who lean toward opposite ends of the 

approval spectrum. On one end are highly compassionate members who feel pity and want to 

give the applicant an easy ride to approval. This dangerously ignores the very real challenges of 

coping with a disability in the midst of adapting to the already complex challenges of doing life 

and ministry in a different culture. On the other end of the spectrum are those who take a 

purely logistical point of view that automatically assumes any disability reduces effectiveness. 

The discerning leadership team looks for middle ground between these positions, evaluating 

the candidate based on the proposed ministry assignment and context as well as their 

resilience and gifting for the assignment. A closer look will often evidence that the candidate 

with a disability has developed greater resilience and better disciplines for accomplishing their 

goals because having to deal with their disability has built those characteristics in their lives. 

And these traits have far more impact on productivity than speed or mobility. 

 

4. Send a worker with a disability after customized preparation. Every missionary candidate 

has some unique challenges based on their history, personality, etc., so a wise sending church 

requires all applicants to evidence their readiness for ministry. Those with a disability will 

need to demonstrate that they have the ability to cope with their unique challenges and at the 

same time effectively serve in a demanding ministry context. As is true for many applicants, 

completing an appropriate internship or local ministry assignment will often be highly 

valuable preparation. 

 

Deanna Richey, director of personnel and member care for SIM Australia explains their 

approach: “When we have a family with additional challenges, we slow the process down. First 
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of all, we want to get an evaluation from people who watch them do life. How successfully do 

they cope with, or compensate for, their impairment? We also are particularly interested in 

getting medical and psychological evaluations from our professional partners in these areas. 

Are there needs that must be addressed before they go? Warning signs for their leader to look 

out for, etc.?” 

 

Adequate preparation is also essential when sending someone with disabilities on a short-term 

team. For example, it might be helpful to first send a family member or someone else familiar 

with the needs of this person to the potential-service location to evaluate the obstacles for 

someone with this particular type of disability. This person is usually better able than the 

team’s host to to identify potential challenges and if/how they can be overcome.  

 

5. Provide a good support network in your church for your worker with a disability. One 

missionary parent of a child with a disability emphasized the need for additional assistance on 

home assignment. This may mean a specially equipped house and car, or access to specialized 

medical and/or educational resources. It may demand that schedules are altered with less 

travel or more support. Some needs will require additional financial investments and/or 

extended counseling to help the workers to better cope with their challenges.  

 

Specialists in a variety of disability-related areas who attend the workers’ church are a great 

source of help throughout the worker’s service. They can recommend training, resources, or 

other aids. Sometimes this type of role offers a custom-fit place to serve for a person with 

disabilities or a family member with a disability who cannot go to the field themselves. 

 

Several workers noted that there are times when the sending church’s strong relationship with 

the workers can help them identify a critical need and proactively intervene. Doing so usually 

requires face-to-face interaction. Because they know their workers so well, they can discern 

when they might need specialized counseling (paid for by the church if not covered by 

insurance) or an increased level of accountability in a particular area. Both sides need to agree 

that there is no stigma in such requirements but an acknowledgement that the workers and 

their ministry are worth the extra effort. 

 

6. Help to confirm that your worker with a disability will have a very supportive agency 

and field team. Honest discussions at the very beginning of the application process are 

crucial. Some US organizations are reticent to accept a disabled member due to the potential 

health care costs. To address this concern, one sending church helped their workers raise 

additional support to purchase extended medical coverage.  

It is important to partner with an agency that is equipped to serve such members adequately. 

Deanna Richey has invested effort in improving her agency’s services in this area. “We are 

seeing more success in sending families with additional challenges. We as an agency are less 

risk adverse than in times past, but that demands that we look for means to support our 

members who have extra needs. The right placement is certainly one key. Some of our 

receiving entities just don’t have the resources to provide the needed support, and we have to 

acknowledge where that is true. The sending church is the obvious source for some of the 

additional support, but many find it difficult. Frankly, few of them have seen models of this 

depth of care.”  
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Even though the agency personnel in the sending base may be enthusiastic, it may be 

necessary for the church to help evaluate whether future team members and field leaders are 

up to the challenge of taking a member with these particular disabilities. In this context, it is 

essential that all parties are realistic about the difficulties and the time required for others to 

help the individual/family to thrive and minister successfully. Everyone (missionaries, 

teammates, field leaders, agency leaders, sending church) must be transparent in assessing the 

ongoing situation to make sure that it is working.  

 

“We had to constantly evaluate the cost our team paid for us to be members,” one missionary 

shared. “Of course, we were all called to care for each other, and all of us has ‘disabilities’ of 

one sort or another. But our colleagues were called to mission work, not called to handle us. 

We didn’t want to be a burden.” 

 

7. Consider how to adapt a short-term team’s goals, ministry, and/or schedule in order to 

include a participant with a disability. When making sending decisions, Kevin Cain, a 

former missionary and missions pastor with a daughter with a disability advises, “Ask yourself 

two questions: ‘Does this potential team member’s abilities fit the purpose of the trip?’ and 

‘Does it medically make sense?’ Give them opportunities but realize they may need extra 

support to be successful.” That “extra support” must be spelled out clearly, and every member 

of the team must be on board. Not every short-term ministry can be adapted, but in many 

cases those adjustments will make the team’s service even more successful. 

 

8. Build your congregation’s excitement about sending a worker with a disability whom 

you believe God has gifted for a strategic ministry. Everyone in your church will need to 

understand your conviction that all members of the body have something to offer. It’s essential 

that they grasp that your church is convinced that this missionary/family giftings can be 

employed effectively in the place where you are sending them. The missions leadership team 

will need to act as advocates for the workers they are sending with disabilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This list is published by Catalyst Services in conjunction with its November 2020 Postings article, “Because of, not 

in spite of” found at www.CatalystServices.org/because-of-not-in-spite-of  
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